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China's death penalty regulations scattered in various legal documents, but the 
lack of uniform legislation. On the death compensation and the nature of the standards 
are not perfect, in the field of theory and practice remains controversial. This paper 
from China's death penalty the historical evolution of the legal system about, pointed 
out our country death compensation legal system not perfect. Combined with China's 
national conditions, to improve China's death penalty system and put forward some 
suggestions. This text is divided into four chapters. 
The first chapter is an overview of China's system of compensation for death, to 
death compensation definition, analysis of the death compensation characteristic, on 
China's system of compensation for death evolution according to the sequence of time 
to undertake brief reviewing, understanding of China's system of compensation for 
death situation. 
Chapter second of the death compensation character, to the academic circles 
about the death compensation properties of “inheritance”, “natural damage of said”, 
“emotional distress” and “escape interests” in this paper based on comments, 
points out the existing shortcomings, most of the compensation for death a 
determination is made as to the nature of. 
The third chapter is the our country death compensation system existence 
question, pointed out the death compensation law of a number of parties, different 
name and the scope of compensation, calculation standards are not unified, the 
amount of compensation is lower imperfections, leading to “the same life different 
price”, “hit as many social problems”. 
The fourth chapter is on the improvement of China's system of compensation for 
death several suggestions, one is to determine the death compensation equal 
compensation principle and the principle of balancing of interest; two are unified 
death compensation legislation, the establishment of an independent legal system of 
compensation for death, solve the different legal order problem; three is to state in the 
last year annual average wages of staff and workers as of death compensation 
calculation standard, truly “the same life value”. 
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刘乙。2006 年 1 月 7 日，交警认定刘乙负事故全部责任。事故发生后，各方当































第一章  我国死亡赔偿金制度概述 















































































第二节  我国死亡赔偿金的制度演变 
我国多个法律法规和司法解释对死亡赔偿金制度先后进行规定，主要有如下
规定： 
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